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ABSTRACT
Force tests on a 0. 0035-scale model of the General Dynamics/Convair
Aerospace Space Shuttle B-15B-1 booster were conducted in the MSFC Trisonic
Wind Tunnel. The configuration has a low delta wing, all-movable delta-planform
canard controls, and a single vertical tail. The test was devoted to investigating the
effects of various configuration variables upon the lateral-directional characteristics.
These variables included wing dihedral, rudder flare, and body flap deflection. Yaw
runs were made at angles of attack of 6, 10, 15, 25, 30, and 35 degrees. The Mach
number range for this test was 1.20 to 4. 96.
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Experimental aerodynamic wind tunnel test results on a 0.0035 scale model
of the GD/C Booster B-15B-1 are presented in plotted form. The six com-
ponent force and moment data are given in coefficient form in both the body
and stability axis system. Tests were conducted during June, 1971 in the
NASA/MSFC 14 x 14 inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel and cover a Mach number range
from 1.2 to 4.96 over an angle of attack range from 5° to 450 degrees at
0o 
zero degrees sideslip and a sideslip range from -10 to 10 at angles of
00 0 0 0
attack of 6, 10 , 15 , 25, 35
The objectives of the tests were to determine the effects of selected con-
figuration changes on the lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics
of the booster and to determine selected control surface effectiveness.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Model components utilized during this test were:
B1 9 - basic B-15B-1 fuselage
W14 - basic B-15B-1 wing (modified wing, W1 0 )
W20 - wing W1 4 modified to 60 dihedral
W21 - wing W14 modified to 10° dihedral
C4A - basic canard for B-15B-1
V
7
- basic vertical tail for B-15B-1
V1 2 - V7 with rudder flared 25 degrees
V1 3 - V7 with rudder flared 50 degrees
F9 - body flap
The dataset collation sheets (page 5 ) show the various combinations that
these components were tested in. Pertinent dimensional information for
these components are given in the Model Component Descriptor Sheets which
follow the Figures. Some of the model components are sketched and shown
in Figures 2 through 6.
In order to test at angles of attack greater than 240, a blade-type sting
was utilized. The use of this sting necessitated removing the vertical
tail and a portion of the aft-upper body for adaptation to the model. Data
corrections necessary due to this arrangement are discussed in the Data
Reduction Section of this report.
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The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter--
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (+10). Sting offsets are




TEST MS FC 954-5
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
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The reference dimensions are the following:
Sref = 15. 656 sq. in. (theor. wing area) as-built
Aref = 3. 0948 in. (I, or MAC) wing
bref 6. 099 in. (span) dimensions
The moment reference point is at:
· MS 10.118, or 6. 618 inches aft of the nose of the B19 body
· Vertical location on body centerline
Dimensions for base pressure corrections:
A conventional straight sting was used for angles of attack less than 24 degrees.
A blade-type sting was used for angles of attack greater than 24 degrees. With
the blade sting the vertical tail was removed and a cutout was made in the upper
rear body. The cutout created an unsymmetrical balance cavity with a net
area in planview, so that when the cavity pressure was not equal to external
pressure on the upper rear body, a normal force increment (and pitching
moment) was produced. The cutout also affected the axial projections of
the areas upon which the base pressure and the balance cavity pressure
were assumed to act. With the cutout, the front surface of the cutout is
assumed to be acted upon by cavity pressure, not base pressure. Therefore,
the base and cavity areas used in the data reduction were as follows:
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Sq. In. In.
Sting Configuration Abl Ab2 ACAVB XCAS 
Straight 0.418 0. 634 0.785 0






















FN + (Pc - P1 ) ACAVSJ 1/qSre f
= My - (Pc - P ) ACAVS X2 ' 1/qSrefU
= FA + (P- Pb) 1qSre f, when Pb = Pbl + Pb22
-[Pb 




= (Pb1 - ) /q, on upper half of base
= (Pb2 - p ) /q, on lower half of base
(Pc - P) /q, in balance cavity
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TABLE II-SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
SADSAC NOMIENCLATU' 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force. CA
CAB Base Axial Force CAB -- -
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force 
_ CD CDTOTL
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE
CL Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force CN
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
Cj Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN
L/D. Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio - L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A - -
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF
cu
rq
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLIOTTED
COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
Longitudinal Effects of Dihedral, Low Angle
of Attack
Longitudinal Effects of Dihedral, High Angle
of Attack
Directional Effects of Dihedral
Directional Effects of Dihedral
Directional Effects of Dihedral
Directional Effects of Dihedral
Longitudinal Effects of Rudder Flare
Directional Effects of Rudder Flare
Directional Effects of Rudder Flare
Control Effectiveness of Body Flaps
Control Effectiveness of Body Flaps













































SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTTED
COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
Directional Body Flap Effects B Flaps 244-258
a = 15-2
Directional Body Flap Effects B Flaps 259-268
a = 25°
Directional Body -Flap Effects B Flaps 269-278
a = 350
Directional Effects of Rudder Flare Plus Flaps B Flaps Rudder Flare 279-288
Body Build-up B Configuration 289-293
a= 350
Body Build-up B Configuration 294-298
a = 300
Body Build-up B Configuration 299-303
a= 100
Dihedral Effects on Sideslip Derivatives D Angle of Attack 304-318
Rudder Flare Effects on Sideslip Derivatires E Angle of Attack 319-327
COEFFICIENTS SCEEDULE:
(A) CN, CA, CL, L/D vs. ALPHA
CL vs. CD, CL vs. CIM & CN vs. CIM
(B) CY, CYN, CBL, CNL & CSL vs. BETA
(C) CN, CA, CL, L/D, CY, CTN, CBL vs. ALPHA
CL vs. CD, CL vs. CIM, & CN vs. CIM
(D) CY, CSL & CLN vs. DIHDRL
(E) CY, CSL, CLN vs. RDRFLR
PLOTTED
H!
e - I/S - / eG4 /W.4L , totA e'4f/ V7r'"
M.S.
6.7 1
2 -. 21 BAC. --FJCL
c- b TA.,L
SC L I~i~O I 2.351
I TCD OFBRCAK
Ie'D OF CREAK
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B-19
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body for B-15B Delta Wing Configuration, with circular
cross section at nose, fairing to flat bottom at wing. Flats on sides to close gap
at canard root forward of hinge line. Fairings over rocket engines.
DRAWING NUMBER: WT-70-105222ii~~~~~~
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
























/II ,1 > TABLE IV
MODEL COMPONENT: WING - W1 4
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: W1O modified to unswept trailing edge and with twist
outboard of B. L. 340 linearly increasing to -4 degrees at tip and with leading edge























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC-













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC





















































* Fuselage stations are relative to an origin 3.500 inches ahead of the nose of B1 9 .
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Root Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC














































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC











709. 1 2. 504
3224 9 11 .5R*
245 0. 706
438. 6 1. 566




MODEL COMPONENT: WING - W 9 1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: W1 4 Modified to 10 Degrees of Dihedral
DRAWING NUMBER: WT-70-105222 "D"



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC



























































MODEL COMPONENT: CANARD - C4A





Inb'd equivalent chord 341
Outb'd equivalent chord 36
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)













VERTICAL TAIL - V7







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


























MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL TAIL Vi 9







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


























VERTICAL TAIL - V1 R







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY FLAP - Fq
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Planform Body Flap, T. E. of Undeflected Flap is







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord





























a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
j BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
¢ PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V Bpeed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSFI) dynamic pressure; 1/2PVX psi, psf
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
P total pressure; psi
C CP pressure coefficient; (p-pw)/q
30
NOMEXCIATURE (Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINTION
S wing area; m2 , ft2
S SREF reference area; m2, ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see ref or LREF)
Iref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see c)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2 , ft2, in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis



























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis
















CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
CAb CAB base axial force coefficient;
CAb [1] [I(Pb - Pw)/q] (Ab/S)
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref
Cj CBL rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref
Common to Both Axis Systems
Cm CLM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref
Cy CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
CL CL lift force coefficient; FL/qS
CD CD drag force coefficient; FD/q8
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - C
CZ CIN yawing moment coefficient; MZ, /qS bref
CI CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CJ/CD








horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees





















aileron - total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
canard - trailing edge down
elevon - trailing edge down
elevator - trailing edge down
flap - trailing edge down
rudder - trailing edge to the left
spoiler - trailing edge down
tab - trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
left spoiler - trailing edge down






























Axial projection of area upon which the measured
balance cavity pressure is assumed to act
Normal projection of the area (equal to cutout) upon
which the balance cavity pressure is assumed to act
Area of base annulus above fuselage centerline
Area of base annulus below fuselage centerline
= Included angle between left and right halves of flared
rudder
Wing dihedral angle, deg.
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TABULATED DATA LISTING
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ-
izations:
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
NASA MSFC Mr. Jim Weaver
GD/C Mr. R. Lanflisi
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. W. R. Morgan
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division





TUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.LO' ANGLE OF ATTACK
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYnBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA DIHDRL RORFLR
SFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV7 . 000 3.000 0.000
NSFC 495 GO/C 819W20C4AV7 0.000 6.000 0.000









































































0 0 . . ...... ' I i 
0 2 4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(CD7A31 ) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37A61 . MSFC 495 GC/C
(C3TADO) O MSFC 495 GD/C
MACH
)INAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALLOW
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
B19WI4C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
B19W2OC4AV7 0.000 6.000 0.000

























LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALLOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
2 a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRIPTION
1037A31) Q MSFC 495 GC/C B19W14C4AI
(C3TA61) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4AV
(C37AOI%) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4AV
MACH
10 12 14 16 18 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA CIHDRL RORFLR
VU? - 0420 5.000 0.000
7 D.000 6.0G0 0.b00T 0 0 0 0
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MSFC 495 GO/C BI9W14C4AV7
MSFC 495 GD/C Bt9W20C4AVT
























































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALLOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DTA31 ) n NSFC 495 GD/C 819Wl4C4AV?
IC37A61) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4AV7
























































0.0 ' 0. .
0 2 4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(037A3,1) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37A611) MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37A01 ) O MSFC 495 GD/C
A CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CESCRIPTION BETA DIHCRL RDRFLR
Bi9Wl4C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
BI9W2DC4AV7 0.000 6.000 0.000











LOINGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALLOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
~ew 
_ . .. . . ...
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
NSFC 495 Go/C Bl9WI4C4AV? 0.000 3.000 0.000
HSFC 495 GD/C B19W2OC4AV7 o0.00 6.000 0.D00


































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALoLOII ANGLE OF ATTACK
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF OlHEORALLO f ANGLE OF ATTACK
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA CIHDRL RDRFLR RE
,V7 0.000 3.000 0.000 SREF
V7 0.000 6.000 0.000 LREF

































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
.Wt~~~~~~~~ J r .. 1. .2... .,.,.,,,
.4
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 26 28 30
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(D37A31) MSFC 495 GD/C.
(C37A611) N MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37?A0) O HSFC 495 GD/C
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
B19W14C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
B19W20C4AVT 0.000 6.000 0.000











































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALLO.W ANGLE OF ATTACK
O P 4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
1D3?A31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37A61) NSFC 495 GD/C










10 iZ 14 16 18 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHDCRL RODRFLR
4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
4AV? 0.000 6.000 0.000
4AV7 0.000 10.000 0.000
Z.990





























I RNGITllnlDAI FFFFCTS CNF nIHFnlRAI .11W ANGLIF fF ATTACK
0.D 2 4 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(D37A31) SFC 495 Go/C
(C37A61) A MSFC 495 GO/C







_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$ _ _ _ _ .
_~~~~" .
_ 
'... .. l§- .. t-. .. .,. .. ,.. .. ...
8 to 12 l 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
TION BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR REFERENCE
I14C4AV7 0.C00 3.000 0.000 SREF 15
20C4A V7 0.000 6.000 0.000 LREF 3
























;ITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALLOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4A
O MSFC 495 6C/C BISW21C4A
MACH
10 i2 14 16 18 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DCZHRL RDRFLR
V? 0.000 3.000 0.000
V7 0.000 6.000 0.000





































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL-LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
10, ~~~, 
-__ _ X _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~




_ · _ _ i i_ 
/,0 f 4 6 8 o0 12 14 t6 16 20














































































0 2 4 6 8
At
DATA SET SyHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
ID37A3S ) M SFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AVT
(C37A61) SFC 495 GD/C Bl9W2DC4AV7
(C37?A01) O MSFC 495 GD/C I19W21C4AV7
HA CH
NGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL RCRFLR
0.000 3.000 . D000
0.00 6.000 0.000
.000 o 10.000 0.000
1 .956
















I OIITlNlIIAI FFFCTC OF nlUFrllAI .IW ANRIF nF ATTACKLUJ7U1 IUUI.lIL Ll~ LLI Ur V U iILUIllL.LV, III¥,.... VI fit If-Il!
~~~~~~~... _ .... . _. . ...
14~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ . X 
0 ~' a B4 82 10J~ 4 %6 to 2'0 22 1'4 26S ~8 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMnOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(D37ASI I MSFC 495 GO/C B619W4C4AV7
(C5A6%1I N MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4AV7














































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL-LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
I VI
2 4 6 8 10 12
ANGLE OF
rATA SET SYMnBOL CONF1GURATION DESCRIPTCON
(03?A31) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
cC37A61) ISFC 495 GO/C I9WZDC4AY7
(C37A01) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W2IC4AV7












































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEORALLOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
~~~~~~~~~~~~. .l
_ . i_ I I i I I I i i I I I I ~ I I I I I I IIIIIFIII. . _ . I _
0 Z 4 6 8 $0~~ it 1.2 1,4 1.6 is 20 Z2 24 26 20 50
DATA SET SYMBOL
(D37A31)











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETrA IHDRL RDRFLR
V7 0.000 3.000 0.000
V7 .O000 6.000 0.000



































LONGITUDINAL EFFECT7S OF DIHEDRALLOW AiNGLE OF ATTACK
_~~~~~~~~~~~ -_= 1' ' I _ = = -
. '4
....... ,6 se z
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37A31) MSFC 495 GD/C
(C3?TAI6) HSFC 495 GD/C















































10 12 14 16 18 20 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
V7 0.000 3.000 0.000
LV7 0.000 6.000 0.000
























LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL,LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
>~~~~.. - ... F 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-_M _.. 
.~ jf · a ! a I a A I i · i. -. J I · , I - ! I 
0- == == == == =====1 6 L 2 ' 2 6 
DATA SET SYMBOL
IC3?A31. I

























































0O 12 14 16 1B 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
V7 0.000 3.000 0.000
5V7 0.000 6.000 0.000



































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS: OF DIHEDRAL,LOU ANGLE OF ATTACK
0 Y 4 4 a
SYHDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
SFC 495 GCC/C D19WI4C4A
SFC 495 GD/C BI9W2OC4A
n MSFC 495 GD/C 019WZIC4A
MACH
·1 u L 14 16 to CU
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHCRL RORFLR
V7 .000 3.000 0.000
VT 0.000 6.000 0.000
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0 2 4 6 6
Al
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(037A311 C MSFC 495 GC/C 819WI4C4AVV
(C37A611 L MSFC 495 GD/C 819W20C4AV?
(C37d01 ) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4AV7
MACH 4.960
1D 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
NGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA VIHDRL RDRFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 3.000. 0O000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
0.000 6.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.






LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL,LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
0.4 0.5 0.6
J~ A I I I I I I !
O.T 0.6 0.9 1.D
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION
1S37A31) O M$FC 495 GC/C
( C37A61) i MSFC 495 GC/C













































































DATA SET SYMVOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
ID37A31 ) Q SFC 495 CD/C 819W24C4AV7

















LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
-
_ _ -__ T _ _
1
W ~~-. . __........
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DATA SET SYMBOL- CONFIGURATION
ID37A31) Q USFC 495 CD/C
(C3rA61) 13 MSFC 495 GO/C



































































O 0.a .i I ' 1 A ' . ,
*0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CS7A31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C Bi9W14C4AV7
(C37SA61 ) MSFC 495 GD/C 819W20C4AV7
(C3?AOI) J MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4AV?
MACH



































* o.o 0.1 0.2 0.3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
0D37A31) NSFC 495 GD/C BI1W14C4AV7
(C37A61) NSFC 495 GC/C B19W2OC4AVT





























'0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
I37?A312) Q MSFC 495 GO/C BISW14C4AV7
(C37A 61) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4AV7



































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALLOW ANGLE OF ATTACK











"' rr-- r~- -- rr - -- r-- ~0T1-
w ----- E -Blr tlt
t<X:X 
i , . . I
-. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
XN BETA DCIHDRL RDRFLR
C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
C4AVT 0.000 6.000 0.000
C4AV7 0.000 10.000 0.000





































.06 . . 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(D37A31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37A61) MSFC 495 GD/C






12 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -.10 -. 12
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
V7 0.000 3.000 0.000
Vt 0.000 6.000 0.000




















.06 .04 .C o
DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION
D3?A31 ) N HSFC 495 GD/C
(C37A61) 11 MSFC 495 GD/C
(C3TA01) 0 NSFC 495 GD/C
MACH
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DESCRIPTI ON BETA DIHCRL RDRFLR
19WI14C4AV7 0.000 3.0D0 0.000
BI9WZDC4AV7 0.000 6.000 0.000



































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
.04
0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(03?A31) I MSFC 495 CC/C
(C37A61) I MSFC 495 GC/C
(C37A01) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C
MACH


























. I I. I
-.16 -. 18 -. 20.Og -. C
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.LOV ANGLE OF ATTACK
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·, ,, ._. 
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ . . . . . _._
. . . . . A . . A i _ , · · · A A ., i m i i · i · · · · : _ _ A . _ _ 
-. 02 -. 06 -. ID -. 1z -. 14
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(D37A31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AVT
(CT37A6) MSFC 495. GC/C B19W2DC4AV7












































.06 .04 .00 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20-. 04 -. DS
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
77 -r -rs - ,. m - r- --- -------- -r----
. __ __ __ __ _
_ ~_ _ __ ._ _. _ _ _ _ _
* .0 I 6
o06
DATA SET SYMBOL









.00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CRIPTION BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
BI9W14C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
BI9W2OC4AV7 0.000 6.000 0.000
BI9W2IC4AV7 0.000 10.000 0.000
4.960


























































.06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02
P
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D37A311 Q MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AV?
(C37A61} HSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4AV?
(C3?A01) 0 NSFC 495 GD/C BI9W21C4AV7
HA CH
OF D]HEDRAL,LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
-.04 -.06 -.0B -. 10 -.12

















































.06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02
P
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(D3TAI ) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19WX4C4AVT
(C37A61) NSFC 495 GD/C B19W2OC4AV7
(C37AOI) O NSFC 495 GD/C BI9W2IC4AV?
MACH






















LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEORAL.LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK
.04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04
PITCHING











































(037A31 ) HSFC 495 GO/C
(C37A61) MSFC 495 GC/C




























02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. -.0 12 -. 14
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT,: CLM
BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
V7 0.000 3.000 0.000
VT 0.000 6.000 0.000 t




































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.LOW ANGLE OF ATT,
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHORL RDRFLR
(3TA351) R HSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
iC5A6II HSF'C 495 GD/C 819W20C4AV7 0.000 6.000 0.000







































O HSFC 495 GD/C
HACH
OF DIHEDRALLOW ANGLE OF ATTi
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DESCRIFTION BETA DIHNRL RDRFLR
B19Wl4C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
Bl9W2DC4AVT7 0.000 6.000 0.000





































































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALHIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
22 24
CDATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A32) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C
(C37A62) Z MSFC 495 GC/C Bi9W20C
(C37A02) 0 NSFC 495 GD/C B19WZ1C
MACN
26 28 30 32 34
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'' ' "' .'
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALoHIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
-" .... _-
= = = =- == =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. -? S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ '
.'-_ _ ' -~~'
_ : _J
22 24
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A32) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
IC37A6ZI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(C37AOZ O NSFC 495 GO/C B19WlZC4A
MACH
: 28 30 .32 54
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA C DIHDRL
'NDITIONS 0.00D 3.000


























LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA IHDRL
SFC 495 DCC/C 819Wl4C4A 0.000 3.000
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4A 0.000 6.000











































































28 30 32 34























- I S 
I




_ _ . . . . . · * i . i A ' .A . _ i * * _ 
O0 22 24 26 28 30 32 34
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C7A3Z) Q NMSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4A
(C37A6 2) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9WZOC4A
IC37AD2) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19WZiC4A
MACH
































.o00 36 36 40
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALHIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
r
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
X:.....' I '.'..I. .. L
22 24 26
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A32 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(C37A62) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(C37A021 HNSFC 495 GD/C 619W21C4A
6 28 30- 352 34


































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C
(C37A6z) HSFC 495 GD/C BS9W2DC
(C37AO2) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL
MACH
Y6 28 30 32 34 36 38
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA ODEGREES
BErA DIHCRL REFERENCE INF(
4A 0.000 3.000 SREF 15.656
:4A 0,000 6.000 LREF 3.095











LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
t- ,.' = =w.- ..- 1 , .. .. . ..












LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEORAL,HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
I
22 24 26
DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A39) HSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C3?A62J S HSFC 495 GD/C BS9W2OC4A
CC37ADZ) NMSFC 495 GD/C 819W21C4A
HACH
28 30 3 34
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL,HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
MSFC 495 GD/C
N MSFC 495 GD/C







6 go 30 32 34




























































0.O .T O 2Z 24 26
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION :
(C37A32 G DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37A62) D CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37A02) O HSFC 495 GD/C g19W21C4A
HACH
28 30 32 34














ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYM4OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CHNDRL
HSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A O.000 3.000
MSFC 495 GD/C 819W20C4A 0.000 6.000























































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALHIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC 495 GC/C 819W14C4A
4SFC 495 GO/C Bi9W2OC4A
HSFC 495 GD/C 819W21C4A
6 g8 30 32 34




















































_ LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF tIHEDRAL.HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
. _~~~~ ~ ~ .' ,. ,, · 
·~- 
............l "
i~ . ......... , .'
22 24
CArA SET sYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C37A32) NQ SFC 495 GD/C 819WI4C
C37A62I) N MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C
(C37AOZ) O MSFC 495 GD/C 819W21C
HACH
26 28 30 32 34 36
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHORL RE
4A 0.000 3.000 SREF
4A 0.000 6.000 LREF
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL9HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
u. , , _ _.._...
' ' '.' .........
....... ... ,,_.
............ ,
0.0O 2 ' S 
20 22 24 26 26 s0 32 34 36 38
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A321 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37A6) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS



























LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEbRAL.HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
~~~~~~~~~~~-i-
: '..~ .
. I I I .I 
==I=== = = ===:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I I I 
I~~~- : 
. I . . i * . .
24 26
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIFPTION
(C37A32) NSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4A
(C37A62) 2 MSFC 495 GD/C B19WZOC4A
(C37AOZ) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
6 28 30 32 34




























































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALHIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
__ . .. ,, .,
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ,.
, _ . .
24 26
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZlTION
(C37A32) MSFC 495 GD/C -19W34C4A
(C37A62 ) _ MSFC 495 GC/C B19W20C4A
(C3?AOD) O MSFC 495 GC/C 019WZiC4A
MA CH
6 30 32 34 36 38
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHCDRL REFERENCE INF,
D.OOO 3.000 SREF 15.656
O.00 6.000 LREF 3.095

















N MSFC 495 GD/C



















































- -;- '---o- 
-~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ L ,, , ,,;
I- , . , . --
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEORALHIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
g l t w r w I e . .'... --'..'i. . . el . l l . l r l w . -rI .i. l i. 
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
C. .
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' = -
-
q
. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 8ETA DIHDRL
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS 0.000 3.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS 0.000 6.000
O HSFC 495 GD/C 819W21C4A 0.000 10.000
MACH 2.740




































J . iI i 
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL.HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC 495 GD/C B19WJ4C4A
Z MSFC 495 CCD/C B1920C4A























































0. 0 - . I . , . I . I
O0.o 0.0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION
(C37A32) MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37A62) MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37A02) O MSFC 495 GD/C
MACH 4.960
DIHEDRAL.HIGH ANGLE OF
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
DESCRIPTICON BETA OIHDRL REFI
B19W14C4A 0.000 3.000 SREF
B19W20C4A 0.000 6.000 LREF







































.06 .04 .02 .00 -. OZ
P!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Ai2  NHSFC 495 6D/C 819W14C4A
(C37A6Z) Z nSFC 495 GD/C B19WZOC4A
(C37A3 2) O HSFC 495 GD/C 819W21C4A
MACH

















CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C0
O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W2IC4A
MA CH
:FECTS OF DIHEDRAL.HIGH OF ATTACK
02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 0D -. 10 -. 12 -. 14


















































5C37A6.) MSFC 495 .GD/C elSW2C4A
(C37AO2) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MACH
.04 -. 06u -. 0e -. 0 -. 12






























r----r-i----r 1 -~-~ - ~ -- rr rr 
r 3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.02 .DO -.102 -. 04 -. 06
PITCHING MOMENT
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4A
O MSFC 495 GD/C B19WZIC4A












































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEORAL,HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
-- --- - - - :
: :- - = = ==A - S E ) --
- - - i ; - k - --- -- 
_ . a s s _ <




.- .. . _._ .
B_ . __
=== = == = = _ == = =
_ L _ l_ _





( C37AOZ ) 0 m
HA CM
.04 ,00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
HSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C B19WZOC4A

























































































.06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -.
PITCH]
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C3A3 ZI Q DATA NOt AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37?A62) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37AOZ) O MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W21C4A
·MACH















LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALHIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION B6ETA DIHDRL
SFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4A 0 .000 3.000
SFC 495 GD/C B19WZOC4A 0.000 6.000









































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRALHIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK
. t I I , . . , i .I . I i i iI '. '; f ' w . , · ~ T . l I y I · I , I I r I I
.... l , ,,
i ........ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 







































































( C37YOl ) 
MACH
DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
-10 - 6 - 6 - 4
SIDE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTON
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
MSFC 495 GD/C D19W2OC4AV7
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4AVT
- a 0 2 4
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR




6 a 10 a 2
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.













































-12 -I0 - 8 - -4
SIDE '
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y311 Q MSFC 495 GC/C B19W14C4AV7
(C37Y61 ) HSFC 495 GD/C BI9WZOC4AV7
(C37yl ) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MACN





































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL

















-10 - 8 - 6 - 4
ctnr'rblL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
NSFC 495 GD/C 519W20C4AV7
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4AV?
I I . I
- a 0 2 4











































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
-10 - 8
- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
NSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4AV7

























w~~~~ ig i ~ - sw grt fe2 , 
I I 1 











DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
-. 1to -0
-12 -$0 - 6
SIDE '
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( C3SY31 ) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C3TY61 ) HSFC 495 GD/C B1 WZ0C4AVT
(C37YOl) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MACH
L 0 2 10 12










































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y31) HSFC 495 GO/C
¢C3?761} Z MSFC 495 GCC/C
(C37Y011 0 MSFC 495 GD/C
MACH
S - 6
- 4 - 2 0 2 4

























































-. 06 . -4.
-12 -10 - 8 -6 -
S:
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C37?¥31 1 M NSFC 495 GD/C 619W14C4AV7
( C3tY61 ) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9WZOC4AV7
( C37Y01 ) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C 619W21C4AV7
MACH








































*-e -10 - -6 - 4
SIDE '
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37y31) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C3?6yej MSFC 495 GC/C 819W20C4AV7
(C37Y 01) CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HACH















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
: 





_ _ . .i -0_
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
. NSFC 495 GD/C
SFC 495 GD/C






-4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA CIHCRL RDRFLR
VT 6.000 3.000 0.000
IV 6.000 6.000 0.000
V7 6.000 10.000 0.000
1.967







































































DIRECT IONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - Z 0 Z 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA., DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 495 GD/C 619WI4C4AV7
NSFC 495 GD/C B39WZ2C4AV7































SYMBOL CONFIGURA TION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wl4C4AV7
2 NSFC 495 GD/C B19WZ0C4AVT
























































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA DIHCRL RDRFLR
MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wi4C4AV7 6.000 3.OD0 0.000
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4AV7 6.000 6.000 0.000















































































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDORAL
: ~~
-10
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION
IC37Y3Si) MSFC 495 G0/C
(C37y61t z MSFC 495 GC/C







-4 -f2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
Vr 6.000 3.000 0.000
VT 6.000 6.000 0.000
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-1D- -5E - a - 4
SIDE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
C T7Y61 ) MSFC 495 GD/C 819W20C4AVT
(C37TYo) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MA CH









































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.... . " I-,
D' : E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- .06 L
-12 -10 -' - 6 - 4
SI[
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C37Y31 ) Q SFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C37761 J MSFC 495 GD/C 8J9WZ0C4AV7
(C37T01) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C 019W2ZC4AVT
MACH 1.967
4 - 0 2 4































-12 -10 - 8 - 6 -
S
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(037Y32) M HSFC 495 GD/C I89WI4C4AV7
(C37Y62) HSFC 495 GD/C B19WZOC4AV?
(C37YOz) 0 HSFC 495 GD/C BI9W2%C4AV7
MACH





































-1 '1 - - - -
SI
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIFTION
(C37Y32) HSFC 495 GD/C I19WI4C4AV?
(C37Y6E) MSFC 495 GD/C B19WZDC4AV?
(C37Y02) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4AV7
MACH





































-12 -10 - 8 - 6 -
S
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(D037Y32) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C37Y62) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4AV7
(C37Y02I 0 HSFC 495 GD/C BI9W21C4AV7
MACH
4 - 2 0 2 4















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL




- 8 -6 -4 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
tD37Y32) MSFC 495 GD/C 019WI4C4AV? 15.000 3.000 0.000
(C37Y62) B MSFC 495 GD/C 0B9WD2C4AV? 15.000 6.000 0.000


































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
E~~ _ 
__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ I
I 2 4 o1 52
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(I37?Y32) R SFC 495 GD/C
(C37Y62) MSFC 495 GD/C
(c3rYO ) O" HSFC 495 GD/C
MA CH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DESCRIPTION ALPHA: DIHDRL RDRFLR
819WI4C4AV7 15.000 3.000 0.O00
B19WZOC4AV7 15.000 6.000 0.000
































































-1i -10 - a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
I(D3y32Z) MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37Y62) HSFC 495 GD/C






- 4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
VT 15.000 3.000 0.ooo
'V? 15.000 6.000 0.000





































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
-10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(037Y32) SFC 495 GD/C
(C37Y62) N MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37Y02) O MSFC 495 GD/C
NA CH
CDESCRIPTION
-4; -2 0 2 4





























































-12 -10 - - 6 -4
SI£
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTZON
(D37Y32) SFC 495 GCCC BI9WI4C4AV?(I37Y62) MSFC 495 GO/C 819W2DC4AV7
(C37TYOI) MSFC 495 GD/C B19WeIC4AV?
- 2 a 2 4








































o.06 .. . ... .
-10 6 -4 - 2 0 i 4 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(037Y3Z) Q MSFC 495 GCC/C
(C37Y6Z) HSFC 495 GD/C



























































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEORAL
,, .l _ -,,.-.. .. , ,. ..-. ...
_ ~ ~ ~  ~ .. - ., : _ ....
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,
.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ... . ... ._.
.__ 
,-
-~~ , ... 
.
-- , ....
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .' . ., :
L 2 ' I - I ' '_· I ' '_ I ' I '_i ' 'l '_ I I 1 .I . i i i . * .I i i i i ' i '· L
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFGU RA TiON CESCRIPTION
(C3TY3Z) Q MSFC 495 GC/C 819W14C4AV7
(C37Y6Z) MSFC 495 GC/C 819W20C4AV7




















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
. i l -i t _ __w _ r we f r * J'l ! w iw lt' - t Ii i I-- I I t I I 
k~ 






MSFC 495 GD/C 19W14C4AV?
HSFC 495 GO/C 819W20C4AV7
MSFC 495 GD/C 1i9W21C4AV7




































































sro -10 - e - 6 -
S
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
(D37Y32) MSFC 495 GD/C 0B9Wl4C4AV?
(C3?Y62) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W20C4AV7
iC37yDz) 0 MSfC 495 G/DC 19Wf21C4AV?
MACH
















Q MSFC 495 GD/C
MSFC 495 GD/C
' HSFC 495 GOD/C
HACH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREE:S
DESCRIPTION ALPHA DIHORL RORFLR
BI9W14C4AV7 15.000 3.000 0.000
BI9W20C4AV7 15.000 6.000 0.000
































































-t2 -10 - a
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION
(I37y32) Q NSFC 495 GD/C
(CT37Y62 ) SFC 495 GD/C






-4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RCRFLR
V7 15.000 3.000 0.000
V7 15.000 6,000 0.000























-12 -10 - 8 - 6 -
Si
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D37Y32) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C37y62z, MSFC 495 GC/C BI9WZOC4AV?
(C37021 O MSFC 495 GC/C B19W21C4AV7
MACH
IDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA CIHDRL RDRFLR
15 .000 3.000 0.000
15.000 6.000 0.000








































































-4 -2 O 2 4























































































-12 -10 - 8 - 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C37Y33S ) MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
( C37Y63 ) SFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4A
(C3rY03) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4A
MACH
















IONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
SFC 495 GD/C B61Wt4C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C 819W20C4AO MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4A
MACH
- 4 - 2 0 2 4





































































-. 06t1 -10 - 8
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFXGURATION
(C3TY33) R MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37Y63 Z MSFC 495 GD/C






- 4 -2 O 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL





































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y331 MNSFC 495 GC/C 819W14C4A
(C37Y63 ) I MHSFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4A
















i - ~ ~ ! r ,¸ i * w T ,. , , . r~ ,f , , . ., r ,- -, , - , t ! rt t r i i -i
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-12 -10 -8 -6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y33) Q NSFC 495 GD/C B19WJ4C4A
(C37Y63S ) I MSFC 495 GC/C Bi9WZOC4A
¢C37?Y03) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4A
MACH















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC37y33) .MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C37Y63) SFC 495 GD/C B19W20C4A
(C37YO3) O MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W2JC4A
MACH
-4 -2 0 2 4








































































- 4 -2 0 2 4





















































MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C 019W20C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4A



































-12 -10 -8 -6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C37Y34) H MSFC 495 GD/C 819Wl4C4A
(C37¥64) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W20C4A
(C37Y04) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W2IC4A
MACH





































-12 -10 - 8 - 6
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y34) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C37Y64 ) £ HSFC 495 GD/C 1B9WODC4A
(C37Y04) O nSFC 495 GD/C B19WZIC4A
MACH
-4 -2 0 2 4



























C -. 06 . . ._
)-
-. 10
-12 -10 -8 -6
CATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C37rY34) MSFC 495 GC/C B19W14C4A
(C37Y64) MHSFC 495 GD/C 819WZOC4A
(c37Y04) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W21C4A
HA CH
- 4 - 2 U 2 4

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(c37Y34) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
IC37Y64) R MSFC 495 GD/C
(C3ry04) } MSFC 495 GD/C
MACH
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
-tO





-4 -2 0 2 4 6
















































































-12 -10 - 6
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y34) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37Y64) H MSFC 495 GC/C















































-12 -10 -8 -6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(c37r34 ) nSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4A
( C.3764 ) HSFC 495 GD/C B19WZOC4A
(C37Y04) ) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W2.C4A
HACH















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SYHSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA DIHDRL
HSFC 495 GO/C B19WI4C4A 35.000 3.000
HSFC 495 GD/C BI9W20C4A 35.000 6.000













































































-'12 - - 8
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y34) MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37Y64) N MSFC 495 GD/C
¢C37Y04) O MSFC 495 GC/C
HA CH















































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL
, i · i I , iB iW1 i 2 1w f · 6 w . i l " t i i i I # i- r -












-10 - - 6 -4 - 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA DIHDRL
NSFC 495 G0/C 019W14C4A 35.000 3.000
MSFC 495 GO/C 019W20C4A 35.000 6.000
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W1ZC4A 35.000 10.000
4.959












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA; DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CIHDRL RDRFLR
IE3?A31) Q MSFC 495 GC/C B19W14C4AV7 0.00 3.000 0.000
(C37AR2) £ HSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AV12 0.000 3.000 25.000











LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT4ON
(E37A31 ) 1 HSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
(C3?ARZ) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C37AR1 I O MSFC 495 GD/C BI9Wl4C4A
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
V7 0.000 3.000 0.000
V12 o.000 3.000 25.000
































































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
.... 0
2 A a a I n t 0 AI .A
.r 
I _ - aJ.. _ _ ,_J __
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
4SFC 495 CC/C B19WI4C4AVT
MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AVI1
MSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4AV13





















LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
W . .· , i I , , , , ' f , , f * i _ i I r * -- t i i I i . , r W · .I I I I










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
819W14C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
B19Wl4C4AV12 0.000 3.000 25.000

































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
i __ . ;i'I' t , r B ~1 B . , . . , . r w ~ r i r-
_~~~~~~ _ . _--g_ 
.-:w_ ....__
__ 
_. . . _









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA CIHDRL RDRFLR
V7 0.000 3.000 0.000
V12 0.000 3.000 25.000



















































0o.o_ _0 2 4 6 8 A
AN
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E37A31 MNSFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4AV7
(C37AR2) MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AVti
(C37ARI) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AVI3
A CH
IGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
0.000 3.000 0.000

































0 2 4 6 8 1I
AN
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IE37A31) Q M5FC 495 GD/C BZf9W4C4AVT
(C3?AR2) NHSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AVIZ
(CSARI) HMSFC 495 GD/C E19W14C4AV13
MACn
0 12 14 16 18 20 22
GLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA IHDRL CRDRFLR
0.000 3.000 0.000













LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
. v i ! · ! · i *! w , y '10 2 14 1·6 s 20 22 24 r * 0 
=== = = === ===== =<~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;XT W4D X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
O a 4 6 e lO lJ2 14 t6 ' 18 20 az~ a4 a6 ad ~rl
DATA SET SYMBOL ;CONFIGURATION
(E37ARZ) MSFC 495 GO/C
(C37AR1) 0 MSFC 495 GO/C
HACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL RDRFLR
19sWI4C4AV? 0.000 3.000 0.000
819W14C4AV12 0.000 3.000 25.000










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
IE(3A311 ) MSFC 495 GC/C
(C37AR2) MSFC 495 GD/C
































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER: FLARE




0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E37A31 I Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C37AR2 MSFC 495 GC/C 819W14C4AVIZ





















LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
-. _;._ _ " .d __l _~ _ - wr'T' W _ .~' _ l ~ . It iii~--- i*
_ __~....,. '. ,,.,_
_ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..._ _
. .._ . __~....._/
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... ,-~
.00 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -.10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(E37A31) n MSFC 495 GCC/C
(C37ARN2 MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37ARI) O MSFC 495 Go/C
MACH
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DESCRIPTION BETA OIHDRL RCRFLR
Bi9Wl4C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
BI9WI4C4AVI2 0 000 3.000 25.000































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
2 _, _§ _, _g _w _, _, _ _ --, _, ,,_,,
.0__ _ _ _ _
9
.7 _ _ .
9




.7 . . . . .
.~..
4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0.0 I . I .
.06




.04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -.10 -. 12
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHCRL RCRFLR
MSFC 495 GDC/C B19W14C4AV7 0.000 3.000 0.000
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV12 0.000 3.000 25.000
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13 0.000 3.000 50.000
1.958



































LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE





I9Wl 4C4A V 13













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(E3/A3S1) MSFC 495 GC/C
(C3TAR Z) NSFC 495 GO/C
(C37ARI) NhSFC 495 GD/C
LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE









( C37AR2 ) 
(C37AR ) O 
MA CH
.02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -.08
PITCHING MOMENT COEF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
MSFC 495 GD/C BIW194C4AV?
MSFC 495 GD/C 819WI4C4AV12






























































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
-. 0 . - .
-02 
-10 8
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y3I1) Q SFC 495 GC/C
(C37R3) MHSFC 495 GD/C
(C37YR1) * MSFC 495 GD/C
MACH
-A t
- , . . . . J ,, ] 
D - --- - > k - w-- =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~






































































-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
RIFTION ALFHA DIHCRL RDRFLR
Bi9W14C4AV7 6.000 3.000 0.000
B19W14C4AVIZ 6.000 3.000 25.000
B19W14C4AV13 6.000 3.000 50;000
1.464

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI GURA TION
(C37Y31) HSFC 495 GC/C
(C37YR3S) 1 MSRC 495 GO/C






-4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
AV7 6.000 3.000 0.000
AV12 6.000 3.000 Z5.000





















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUODER' FLARE
.~ ~ .-- ~ _~~--- 
_f ~~~~~~~~__D ~__._ U--
=.~ . _-'-'- '''
-. 10
-12 -10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y31) MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37YR3. i MSFC 495 GD/C





































































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE.
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
I(C37Y31 ) MSFC 495 GD/C
C37YR3 ) MSFC 495 GD/C























DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE




O MSFC 495 GD/C
MA CH
- 4 -2 0 2 4





















































a I , q
.o- 6
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Q MSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4A
0 MSFC 495 GODC 19SW14C4AO MSFC 495 GD/C 19W14C4A
HA CH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA DIHCRL RDRFLR
































































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
-. 06 I I I I . . I I I
-12 -10 - - -
SI
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37y311) MSFC 495 GD/C BD9WI4C4AV7
(C37YR3) HSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV12
(C37YRI) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13
MACH 1.464
4 - 2 0 2 4










XMRF r 6.6180 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP ' 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035
PAGE 142





O NSFC 495 GD/C
MACH
6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4




























































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
I~~~~~~~~~
2~~~~~~ I i * I *- w2wTg,.w2gg 
!
. .v _. .
. . :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
B 4 a 1%0 12
SI
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37y1 Q HSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV?
(C37YR3)1 a MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV12
(C37YRI ) MSFC 495 GCC/C 819W14C4A13
MACH















































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
__X~~~~~~.. _ _,, 
- -
YM4BOL CONFIGURATION
n HSFC 495 GC/C
SFC 495 GC/C



































































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
m , m I _- T*W ,. - r * t , - -!-
, .. . .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0
-. 10 L








NSFC 495 GC/C BI9W14C4AV7
NSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AVZ1

















































































-- tZ --10 -e
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y311) SFC 495 GD/C
(C37YR3) HSFC 495 GD/C






SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CIHDRL RDRFLR
V? 6.000 3.000 0.000
V12 6.000 3.000 25.000





















_06- *! I , I
-12 -10 - 8
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y31) . NMSFC 495 GD/C
(C37YR3) H MSFC 495 GD/C






-4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDCRL RDRFLR
AV7 6.000 3.000 0.000
AV12 6.000 3.000 25.000






















































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
-10
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37YR3) HSFC 495 GD/C
(C37YR1) O NSFC 495 GCC/C
NA CH
























; I .t I I I . I . _ I _ . . . I I I I I - I I I I
- -l - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;
Llm- i 3- zz L
-~~~~~~~~~~ R--- f- ;




























-J2 -10 - 8
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y2) 3  HSFC 495 GD/C
(C3?YR4) H MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37yRZ) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C
nACH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DESCRIPTION ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
B19W14C4AV7 15.000 3.000 0.000
BI9WI4C4AVI1 15.000 3.000 25.000

































-12 -1 -e - 6 -
SI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C37TYS32 MSFC 495 CD/C B19W14C4AV7
( C3tYR4) MSFC 495 GC/C 019W14C4AVIZ
(C37YR2) M HSFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4AV13
MACH
DE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
15.U00 3.000 0.000


























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA DIMCRL RCRFLR
(C37Y32) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7 15.000 3.000 0.000
(C37?yR4) SFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV2Z 15.000 3.000 25.000






























-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37T32) M HSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C37YR4) 73 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37YRZ) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV13
MACH
- 2 0 2 4

















MSFC 495 GC/C B19WI4C4A1
Z DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON
H MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A1
- 4 -- Uo 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
V7 15.000 3.000 0.000
NCITIONS 15.000 3.000 25.000








































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
-10 - 8 - 6 -4
SID F
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢C37Y32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AVT
IC3$YR4) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS































































I - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4































































IONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
-. 0 j
-12 -10 - -6 -
SI
CDATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y32) Q HSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV7
(C37YR4) SFC 495 GD/C BS19W4C4AV12
CC37TR2) O HSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13
MACH




























-. o .. ...10 
-12 -10 - 8
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y32) ~ MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37YR4) 1 HSFC 495 GD/C






SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
VT %5.000 3.000 0.000
V12 15.000 3.000 25. D00U
V13 15.000 3.000 50.000
1.957
REFERENCE INFORMATION
















-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(C37Y32) NHSFC 495 GD/C B19WJ4C4AV?
(C3TYR4) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37YR2) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AVI3
MA Cn















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
- - -e-0--e -- --- - ---- - - -w w s r B-e | w l- @ t t 2 | t -
- - - -: -
w 
n 
_ _ m Y R 
w -- 




2 4 6 I8 'Ia %12
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y32) Q HSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7(C37YR4) 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS






























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIlPTION
(C37Y32) 1 NSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C37yR4) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37YR2) O NSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV13
A CH










































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
-. 06 ............
-12 -10 - e - 6 -
SI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(C37Y32) HSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7
(C37R4) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV1Z
(C37YR2) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13
HACH 1.299
4 - 2 0 2 4































-12 -1 - 8 - 6 -
SI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37rY32) HSFC 495 GD/C 1l9W14C4AV7(C?37R4) HSFC 495 GD/C B19Wi4C4AVIZ(C37YR2) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13
MACH




















































































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
; '-- 
____..__ _ 
__ _ _ _ _ _ 
___ ,__ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ :---) -_ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I _________________________ .....
-
- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C37YI32) Q 4SFC 495 GD/C 1B9Wi4C4AV7
(C37YR41 CI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS










































































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y3Z) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C37yR4) ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(C37YR2) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
MACH
-4 -_2 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA DINDRL RDRFLR
V7 15.000 3.000 0.000
ND ITIONS 15.000 3.000 25.000
V13 15.000 3.000 50.000
2.990






































-12 -1D - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE S
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C37Y3z2) C MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7
(C37YR4) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
(C37YR2) MNSFC 495 CD/C B19W14C4AV13
MACH









































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37Y32) R MSFC 495 Go/C
(C37YR4) SFC 495 GO/C
(C3yrRZ) 0 MSFC 495 GO/C
MACH
6
-- 4 - 2 U 2 4






















































































































-12 -10 - 8 - 6 -
SI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C37Y321 MSFC 495 GC/C 819W14C4AV7
(C37YR4) HSFC 495 GD/C Bi9WI4C4AV12
(C3TYR2I O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13
NA CH
4 - 2 0 2 4
DE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA C[HCRL RORFLR
15.000 3.000 0.000




















-J2 -. C -_ - 6 - 4
SIDE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37Y32) I MSFC 495 CGD/C 019WI4C4AV7
(C37YR4) DCATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37YR2 ) -SFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV13
MACH








































.:o .i Iia IL. i i.
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE '
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC37Y32z Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(CSTYR4) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C3TRZ2) O NSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13
MACH
- 2 a 2 4
SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR








































* -12 -lO - a - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C37y32) Q HSFC 495 GD/C 19VI14C4AV7
(C37YR4) B ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37YR2) O HSFC 495 CD/C BI9WI4C4AVI3
MACH
- 2 0 2 4
LIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA GIHDRL RORFLR
























-1Z -10 - a -6 -,
SI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(137TY3) i MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV?
(C37TR4) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AVI2
(C37YRZ) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13
MA CH








































-12 -10 - 8 - 6 -
SII
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y32) M HSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7
IC37YR4) ' MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV12
(C37YR2) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wi4C4AV13
MACH
















































-O2i -10 - - 6 -
SI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C3"Y32) N SFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4AV7
(C37YR4) HSFC 495 CD/C B19W14C4AV12
(C37YR2) 0 HSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV53
MACH
DE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RDRFLR
15.0DD 3.000 0.000
































-12 -10 - B - 6 - 4
SIDE i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Cy3732 ) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
CT37YR4)13 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C37YR2) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wi4C4AV13
MA CH
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL RCRFLR












































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
:ss-i - r- - -rt- r- -~i r r-- ri-- -
- k ~_ _ __ __ _
C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~






-12 -10 - - 6 - 4
SIDE '
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37Y32) MNSFC 495 GC/C B19WI4C4AV7
(C3rYR4) B DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(CT3YRz) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV13
MACH 2.990
- 2 0 2 4















DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE
,_I_ ...... _.
___ _ ~ 1. _
- 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37T321 N1SFC 495 DCC/C B19W14C4A
(C3?YR4) B C ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
IC37rRZ) 0 NSFC 495 GD/C B19Wi4C4A
- 4 - 2 o 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA DIHCRL RCRFLR
VT 1S5.000 3.000 0.000
NDITI3NS . 15.000 3.000 25.000























































0.0 . . . . . . * . . . I L .. A . m .
0 2 4 6 8 10
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F37A31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV?
(C37ALI) L HSFC 495 GD/C 1B9WI4C4AV7F9L6D
MACH 1.455
12 14 t6 18 20 22 24 26 28e 
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.



































O.1 - - _
o0 4 6 8 10
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( FS7A3  ) MSFC 495 GO/C BI9WI4C4AV7( C3?ALI ) MSFC 495 GD/C 619W14C4AV7F9L60
MACH
12 14 16 1S 20






0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.







CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
;l g _Tr .r. T .. w ws. Rww twt tt§- s1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... 
.~ ~~
~~~~~~~~~~~.' C '--~~--:~
. · , . ,. .. .- m f i i ^t ,. i. i *- a i i I i- . . ! . * .i . L 
O Z 4 6 8 'Il %;' %4 %6 %8 ;'0 ;'2 Z4 26 Z86 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(F37A.31) MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7







0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.




























CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF. BDY FLAPS
it t B w ; w w _ _ v * t i I I ! 
r _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.I
. _ . _
n v A a a sn sv e_ *I vn vo vs ~~~~~~~~~~~~~




4 b O 1 is 14 1D Is gU 2Z
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
URATION DESCRIPTION DIHORL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP
GD/C B19Wi4C4AV7 3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000




































0 2 4 6 .10
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IF37A31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C3TALI MSFC 495 GD/C 919W14C4AV7F9L60
MACH 1.455nA  o4
12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 3
E OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.


















0 2 4 6 - 1 i0
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(F37A31) MSFC 495 CD/C 919W14C4AV7
iC37ALI) HSFC 495 GD/C Bi9W14C4AV7F9L60
MACH 1.958
12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 31
E OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHCRL RCRFLR L-BFLP R-SFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.


























0 E 4 6 8 so
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F37A31I) HSFC 495 GD/C B1SW14C4AV7
(C3?ALI) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7F9L60
MACH 1.455
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.XN.























CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
- . . , , · . ~ . ."i . ., . I , , , i , . , . . , , ' . . , I
__ __/ 
__ _E _ __






2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BF
MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wl4C4AV? 3.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7F9L6G 3.000 60.000 . 00 0.0
1.958
24 26 28 30
LF REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.













CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
_ - - -~~~~~~~~~ =~ ~ 06 ---
___ i . ..- 26.
0 2 4 6 8 ID I2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 26 30
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION Di
(F37A31) MSFC 495 GD/C
(C3TAL ) MSFC 495 GD/C
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ESCRIFPTION DIHDRL RCRFLR L-BFLF R-BF
819W14C4AV7 3.DO00 O.000 0.000 0.O
819WI4C4AV7FSL60 3,000 0.000 60.000 0.0
1 .455
LF REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
























































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
._-_
o . 2 4 6 a 10 1i i , - .2
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F37A31) HSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A.V7































o 6 a 10 14 16 18 20 24. 26 26 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F3?731 )v Q MSFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4AV7
¢C37ALI) I Z MSFC 495 GCC/C 019W14C4AVTF9L6
MACH
DIHCRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP
3.00D 0.000 0.000 0.000











CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
L , , 
~~~~~~.....



















CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS





, 4 _ _
i 
_L __ 
__ W es _~~~~
_ _ 
_ . .- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~_ . . _ .
la z 14 10 isa u 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIFTION
(F37A31) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
(C3?ALI1 MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AV7F9L60
"A CH 1.958
DIHCRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SG.IN.


































c4 26 8 so30
':
u c 4 
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS




O 2 ~4 6 a 10 1 P 14 J.6 is E 20 2 24 26 20 30
DATA SET SYHMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F37A3J1) MNSFC 495 GC/C B19W14C4A
(C37ALI) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W54C4A~
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP
V7 3.000 0.000 0.000
V7F9L60 3.000 0.000 60.000
1 .455
R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
BREF 6.0990 IN.
XMRF 6.6180 IN.





































i.A I I A i l l l a l I l l . a , l a . ~ a I I l l a a l I l l I ' a ' l a I l l a a a
1D 12
ANGLE OF
14 16 18 20 EZ
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP
3.D00D DDD D .Du0 0.000
3.000 0.000 60.000 0.000O
a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F37A31) HMSFC 495 GO/C BI9Wi4C4AV7
(C37ALi) M SFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV7F9L6D




















































i, t · · i i i·- · i I i
0.3
0.1
0.0 0.1 . 0.3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPFTION
(F37A31) M SFC 495 GC/C BI9Wl4C4AV?
(C3TAI , ) SFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7F9L6O
MA CH 1.455
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.




























0D.00.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
( F37A31 n MSFC 495 GODC BJ 9W4C4AV7( C37ALI It MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AV7F9L6G
MA CH 1.958
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
DIHDRL RORFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 S$.IN.











CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
=--= , 1 =
. ; +~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
l'~~41 XX<X~~
> b_ l__X_"_~ ,, .
.04 .02 .00
-. OZ -. 04 -. 06 - .oe8 -. o1 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F37A31) 2 MSFC 495 GO/C B19Wi4C4AV7
(C37ALI MSFC 495 GC/C BI9W14C4AV7F9L60
MACn
CIHCRL RCRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000






























CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
l~~~~...... ~ v. , 1 - ..-.w -~ v r- r r -





S _ _ _ _ 
___ .~~~~~~~~~
5 .04 .02 f00 -_ 0 - rlA
PT TrHI T L r1INUlr IL r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IF37A31) M hSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7(C37ALI) 1 MSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4AV7F9L60
MA CH
-. 06 -. 08 
-. 10 -. 12
MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BF
3.000 O.G0O 0.000 O.O
3.000 0.000 60.000 0.0
1.958
-. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20
-LP REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 SREF 15.6560 $S.IN.






























































0.o ' , . .
.06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 
PITCF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(F37A31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C BI9Wl4C4AV7(C37ALI) NSFC 495 GD/C Bl9Wl4C4AV7F9L60
MA CH 1.455
-. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20
HING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SG.IN.















0.4 . . .
0.3
0.2._
.06 .04 .Oz .00 -. 02
PITCF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F37A31) ' HSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7
(C37ALI) MHSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AV7F9L60
MACH 1.956
HING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.







CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C3?A32) Q MSFC 495 Gc/C B19W14C4A
(C37ALZ) NSFC 495 GD/C B$9WI4C4AF9L60

























































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
22 24
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37A32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37AL2) a MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37AL3) O MSFC 495 GD/C
NMACH





































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
F-,-
_ _ _ .17_
====__ =_____ ====__ =______ .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 




I m A I I * l I l l l - B
22
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37A32) MQ SFC 495 GC/C
(CS3ALZ ) MSFC 495 G6/C






28 3D 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHDRL L-BFLF R-BFLP
3.000 0.000 0.000
F9L6O 3.000 60.000 0.000

































































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
, ,. , ,. t , r .~ , . ,-, *- , .r, , -. , , , ., r_ , , , 
_~~~-4- _ __
_ _ _ _ I- _ _ -... . . . .
22 24
DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37A32) Q NSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C
(C37AL2) NMSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C
(C37AL3) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C
MACH
26 28 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IIHDRL L-BFLP R-BFLF
44 3.000 0.000 0.000
4AF9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000












_ _ ._ -. _ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

















CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37A32) R HSFC 495 GCC/C
(C37AL2) MSFC 495 GD/C







28 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DIHDRL L-BFLP R-BFLP
3.000 0.000 0.000
F9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000



































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IC37A32) O HSFC 495 CG/C 819gW4C4A
(C37AL2) MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wi4C4AI
(C3TAL3) O NSFC 495 GC/C Bi9W14C4A 
MACH
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
- ~~~ 
-.... . Ii- ~:o 
· . i a I · . A _ ! a a f _ a . i if i , , I . . . & I
on 7P bsSe 7^ x w5# ws we .oA
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
IHWCRL L-BFLF R-BFLP
3.000 0.000 0.000
F9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000




















20o 2 24 26
ANGI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37Az2) NSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(CS3AL2) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AF9L60
(C37AL3) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF9L90
nACH
29 30 32 34






























0. I . I _
0.2
O. '
20 22 2'4 26
ANGL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(C3TA32Z) ) MSFC 495 GCOC B19W14C4A
(C37AL2) MSFC 495 GD/C 0i9W14C4AF9L60
(CS7AL3) O NSFC 495 GC/C V19WI4C4AF9L9O
MACH
























gO 22 24 26
ANGL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C BI9Wi4C4A
(C3?AL2) 1 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF9L60
(C3TAL3) M NSFC 495 GO/C BI9W14C4AF9L90
NA C















-- t-.--,--- __ _ ___ ._ _ ____., , .
__ I _. _ __ 
___
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.... .
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37A321 Q MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37AL2) HSFC 495 GD/C






28 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHDRL L-BFLP R-BFLF
3.000 0.000 0.000
F9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000


















































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
22 24 26
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A32) I MSFC 495 GC/C 819W14C4A
( C37AL2) MNSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF
(C3TAL3) O SFC 495 GC/C BI9WI4C4A
HACH
r ---I
28 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
VIHCRL L-BFLP R-BFLP
3 .000 O.000 0.000
F9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000



















-I . . . . . . . S
· ,
I - - - -
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
I I j I ! --_ r *
____ ____ ____ I I___ 1 1 ____ I I I___
t t + 4 i 1 4 i. i
: ------- - y: w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
_ _ _ _ . _ _.._ . _._ 
_ . . . _
: _ _ __ _ _ ___ ___ ___ I 
__ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ 
:_ 
_ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _____ _____ _________
_ . _ _ _ - a . . I J... -i L . A I i .L I I 4 i . II . . .* f * *lI1 , I,.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37A32 QR MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
(C37AL2) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4A
(C37AL3) O MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
6 28 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHDRL L-DFLP R-BFLP
3.000 0.000 0.000
F9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000.


























































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS











MSFC 495 GO/C 0t9W14C
YSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C
HSFC 495 GD/C E19W14C
26 29 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
N CIHORL L-BFLP R-BFLP
C4A 3.00D 0.000 0.DDD
C4AF9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000DD



























CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
.20 - .. ..
.og
.o0 , _ _








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
( C37A32 HSFC 495 GCD/C B19W14C4A
(C3?AL2) R MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AF
(C37AL3) O HSFC 495 GO/C BIBW14C4AF
28 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CIHDRL L-BFLP R-BFLP
3. 00 0.000 0.000
F9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000


































22 26 89 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
36 38 40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C37A32) Q MSFC 495 CD/C B19W14C4A
(C37AL2) la MSFC 495 GD/C Bi9W14C4AF9L60














































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
m ~ ~ . + g -i-i *- -1---r .mr ,r~-- ,r-~ ' r ,.I.- 
F. __ ..... .__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
~=4 _4
'~ =e ~a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37A32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C
C37ALZ) MSFC 495 GD/C






28 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHDRL L-BFLF R-8FLP
3.000 0.000 0.000
9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000

























































































6 g8o 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CIHDRL L-BFLP R-BFLP
3.000 0.000 0.000
F9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000




















I a ii { ~ · i . a a · a t i ! i · ! i i i ~ i I i , &
E8 10 32 34










































































































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
22 24 Z6
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC 495 GCC/C BI9WI4C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
NSFC 495 GD/C 619W14C4A
i 28 50 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DIHMRL L-BFLF R-BFLF
3.000 0.000 0.000
F9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000










































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
-. 06 . . .
.20 22 24 26
ANGL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C37A32) R MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C37ALZ) MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AF9L60
(C37AL3) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C 019WI4C4AF9L9G
HACH
28 30 32 34

























. i I I I I L L 
5 Zs 30 32 34
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C17A32)1 SFC 495 GC/C BIg9W4C4A
IC3TAL2) MnSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF9L60














































at0 24 26 38 40
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
.






0.i 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CD
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DIHDRL L-BFLP R-BFLF
HSFC 495 GD/C 919W14C4A 3.000 0.OO 0.000
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000




















































NSFC 495 D0/C B19W14C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF9L60
NSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AF9L90
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
DIHDRL L-BFLP R-BFLP



































! I w I I . l r r r v { 
-i
I
EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A3Z) D MSFC 495 GD/C 191W14C4A
(CT3AL2) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF9L6D














































CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF- BODY FLAPS
.04 .02 .00
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37A32) MNSFC 495 GD/C B19W14t
(C37ALZ) HSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C
(C3SAL3) O HSFC 495 GC/C B19W14(
4A CH
~..... i 1 .
X 1;' . . .~~,i 
-. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
N OIHCRL L-BFLP R-BFLP
C4A 3.000 0.0 G00 0.000
C4AF9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000
C4AF9L90 3.000 90.000 0.000
1 .964










CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF BODY FLAPS
- I
.. I _ _ ._ 
_ _ .
* .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06
PITCHING MOMENT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION DI
(C37A32 ) MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4A 3
(C37AL2) SFC 495 GD/C 919W14C4AF9L60 3
(C37AL3) o NSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF9L90 3





































, , . I . . · J I . J i
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37A3Z ) a SFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C37AL2) R MSFC 495 GD/C 819Wl4C4AF9L60




























.04 .02 .00 .02 -. 04 -. 06· -. 06 -. 10 -. 12



















































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(C37A32) I MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37AL2J J MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37AL3 ) O SFC 495 GC/C
MACH
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DESCRIFTION DIHCRL L-BFLP R-BFLP
B19WI4C4A 3.000 0.000 O.000
819W14C4AF9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000

































02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DIHDRL L-BFLP R-BFLF
3.000 0.000 0.000
IF9L60 3.000 60.000 0.000





































































LONGITUDINAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
E37A3-1 I MHSFC 495 GC/C 819Wl4C4AV7
(C37AS3)1 R MSFC 495 GCC/C BI9W14C4AV7F9L60F9R60
MACH 1.301
VIHDRL RCRFLR L-BFLP R-EFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.













LL .0_ _ _ __ __ 
I 0.6 ........
.E37A3 SFC 495 GD/C 
_W4C4AV7 3.00 Oo O.o .0 RF 15.6560 G__
-- D 0.6
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 26 28
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION -CIHCRL RDRFLi L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATIC




























LONGITUDINAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
O 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION ESCRIPTION CIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP RI
(E37A31 ) MSFC 495 CD/C BI9WI4C4AV? 3 000 0.POO 0.000 O.0Do SREF


















I NGITUDIllNAI RBODY FI AP FFFFCTS
"Y"'.'~ ~ f . . . · . 't . ,-. -. . ! . . . "1 . ir .1 . .' i r "-' I . . . ~ y ~'I i, -i ~ .,
~~~~~~~ " ' ~---"' -
- -- -S 
L~~ ' 





w~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ! i- _ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E37A31) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C3?AS1) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DIHCRL RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFI
V7 3100D 0.000 D. 000 0.o
VTF9L60F9R6D 3.000 0.000 60.G00 60.01
1.958
LP REFERENCE INFORMATION
O0 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.

































0.3 - - -
0.2
0.1
0. 0 '0 2 4 6 8 10 12
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(E37A31) M NSFC 495 GD/C B19WIAC4AV7
(C37AS)I HSFC 495 GD/C B19W4IC4AV7F9L60F9R60
HACH 1.301
14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-8FLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.















D 2 4 6 8 10 12
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIONI
(E37A31) HMSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AVT(C37ASI M NSFC 495 GD/C B19W%4C4AVF9L60F9R60
MACH 1.958
14 16 t8 20 22 24 26 26 3C
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHDRL RCRFLR L-SFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMA TION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.

























0 2 4 6 8 1 . 12
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(E37A31) Q MSFC 495 GCCC 619W14C4AV7(C37ASI ) MSFC 495 GC/C BI9WI4C4AV7F9LG6F9R60
MA CH 1.301
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHCRL RCRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE. INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.






















O.0 0 g 4
DATA SET SYMB0OL CONFIGURATION
( E37A31) MSFC 495 GD/C
C37aASI J ; MSFC 495 GC/C
MACH
LONGITUDINAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
_.~ _ . .. -J-4 _J4 ~L _ ...
-_ . __ ._I _ · . __ __ _ .














0 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
















_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____________ _
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ . . . . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________________________________
0.1 0.2 0.3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E37A3i) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4AV7
(C3TASI.) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AVTF9L60F9F
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
DIHnRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
R60 3.000 .D00D 60.000 60.000
1.301





















































0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
OR
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E3?A31i) HSFC 495 GO/C 8I9WI4C4AV7
(C37ASI) MSFC 495 GC/C 819WI4C4AV7F9L6DF9R60
MACH 1.959
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
AG COEFFICIENT. CO
DCIHDRL RCRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 D.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.

























.06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E37A 1) D MSFC 495 CD/C B19WI4C4AV7(C37TAS) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7F9L60F9R60
MA CH .o301
J MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DIHCRL RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
















.o6 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(E37A31) I MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV?
(C37ASi) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7F9L60F9R60
MACH 1.958
-. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20
MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.































LONGITUDINAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
CATA SET SYHSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(E37A31) MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4A
(C37AS1) N MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
MACH 1.301
02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 -. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
V7 3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.




































LONGITUDINAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
6 .04 .02
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E37A31) Q MSFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4AV?
(C37ASI) MSFC 495 GD/C Bi9WI4C4AV?F9L6DF9R6O
MACH .95sa
-. 14 -. 16 -. 18 -. o2
DIHDRL RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00G 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.







.00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. DO -. 10 -. 12
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
f l~ t l w , l' I ~ v I W l i m l I . .w ff ! . r ' * i ; r l l I m
L 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. m ~<
= =W == =
























-12 -10 - e - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D37Y32) S MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV7(C37Y$f1 ) HSFC 495 GD/C 619W14C4AV7F9L6GF9R6D
1 .299MACH
-2 0 6 8 10 J2
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.







DIRECTIONAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
_T~~~~~~~~~~. ._ Ir =i_ 
.t 
-- F 
- 6 -4 -2
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Ic37r32 Q HMSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV7
IC37YS) H MSFC 495 GD/C B19WZ4C4AV7F9L6GF9R60
1.457
0 2 4 6 e 10 
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA RCRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 0.000 O.ODD 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.























































-. 25 . . .
-. 30
-12 -10 - - 6 - 4 -
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(D37Y32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7
(C37YS1) SFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7F9L6OF9R6O
HACH 1.95 
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00 0.O000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.




ZM.' F 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035
PAGE 246
DIRECTIONAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPFHA RCRFLR L-BFLP
D37ry32) Q NSFC 495 GCDC 819Wl4C4AV? 15.000 0.000 0.000
(C37tS ) MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AVTF9L60F9R60 15.000 0.000 60.000
MACH s.299
R-6FLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
































-i0 2 o 6 86 - 4 
DIRECTIONAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DC37Y321 MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C37YSl) MSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4A
MACH 1.457
- 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
V7 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.






























































_-.1o ·. . .0 . .
-12 -10 - a - 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
cD37Y32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
c3rTYS1 ) R MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
NA CH 1.957
- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RCRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
V7 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.


















-,, -Jo - 4 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(0D37Y3z) M SFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV7
(c37YSI HMSFC 495 GD/C Bi9W14C4AV7F9L6OF9R60
MACH 1.299
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.D00 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.























-12i -10 - 8 - -4 -
SIDE SLII
DATA SET SyMNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC37Y32) NMSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AVT
(C37YS1) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7F9L60F9R60
MACH
2 0 2 4







0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.







DIRECTIONAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS







CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D07Y32) MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
(C37YSI) MSFC 495 Go/C B19W14C4A
-4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA RCRFLR L-BFLP
V7 15.000 0. 000 0;000




0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.











































- r- -"i ' -rT ! I "" ! -- -I r" I i I I ' w - wB w · .I 
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~6 i i ' b
-.- 1 -1o - 8 - 6 - 4 - Z o Z 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALFHA R[RFLR L-BFLP
(CD7Y32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C 19WI14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000(CC7YS) 5 MHSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7F9L60F9R60 15.000 0.000 60.000
6 8 10 12
R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.



































DIRECTIONAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS
f w i f ~ ~ ~ w w i ~ r f , , i · w i ! V f t " i r · ~" r-l ! r"' *






SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLP












































































.... *--, . . . . I .a
-12 -10 - 8 - 6
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C07Y32) f MSFC 495 GC/C B19W14C4A
C37YS1) MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
nACH 1.957
- 4
SIDE SLIP'ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
VT 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.































-. 05 I I
- .06 . . . . . .
-12 -10 - 8 - 6
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(D3?Y532) MSFC 495 GO/C 819W14C4A
C37YS1) I NSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
nA CM 1.299
- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLF R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
VT 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.






















0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.






-. 06 - 4 - 2 I 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLP
(D37Y3z2 Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7 15.00 D0.D 0D.000D














































DIRECTIONAL BODY FLAP EFFECTS




( C37Y31 ) C
HACH
-10 - 8 -6
- 4 - 2
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
MSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4AV7
MSFC 495 GC/C 819W14C4AVF9L60F9R60
1 .957
0 2 4 6 104 1i
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RCRFLR L-BFLI: R-BFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.































-12 -lo - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y53) Q MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A(C37YS2) . NSFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4AF9L6OF9R6O
MA CH


































_o _5 .. ....
-.20
-.25 -
-12 -0 - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y33) D MSFC 495 GD/C BOS9W4C4A
(C37YS2) t MSFC 495 Go/C Bl9WI4C4AF9L6(F 9R60'
MACH

























-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPFTION
(C37Y33) HMSFC 495 CD/C B19WI4C4A
(C37TYS) MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wl4C4AF9L60F9R6D





































-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y33) ) MSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4A(C3TYS2) MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wl4C4AF9L60F9R60
MACH
- 2 0 2 4























-1/2 _ - - - 4
SIDE SL
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C37Y33) NMSFC 495 GD/C 819WI4C4A
(C37 y$2) MB SFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AF9L60F9R60
NACH













































-uo - U 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37Y33) SFC 495 GO/C 819W14C4A(C37yS2) SFC 495 GC/C B19WI4C4A
MACH
-4 - 2 o 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA L-8FLP R-BFLF
25.000 0.000 0.000












-- ' '' · ? " ' ' I m l '
'
·











-12 -SO - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CrTY33 ) Q SFC 495 CC/C 819W14C4A(C37Ys2) MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AF9L60F9R60
HACH
2 4 6 8 10 12
LIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA L-BFLP R-BFLP
25.000 0.000 0.000






























































-* 2 - lo - 8 - -4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y33) MSFC 495 GD/C B9W14C4A(C37Y3) HMSFC 495 GD/C 0B9W14C4AF9L60F9R60
MACN
LIP ANGLE# BETA, DEGREES'
ALPHA L-BFLP R-BFLP
25.000 0.000 0.000























- -0 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C37Y33) MSFC 495 Gr/C BI9W14C4A
(C37YS2) MSFC 495 GO/C BI9Wl4C4AF9L60F9R6E
LL~
HACH
- 2 0 2 4
LIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA L-BFLP R-BFLP




































-1.02 -10 -8 -6 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y33) M NSFC 495 GC/C I9UIW4C4A
(C37 S2 ) 4SFC 495 GD/C 819Wl4C4AF9L6GF9R60
MACH



































-. 30o ' 
-I2 -o -e -6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C37Y34) Q MSFC 495 Gr/C l19W14C4A
(C37YS3) a MSFC 495 GD/C U19WI4C4AF9L60F9R60
MACH
LIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA L-BFLP R-BFLP
35.000 0.000 0.000





























- , .l . m J ! _ , .
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
S.I DE SL
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37y34) MSFC 495 GC/C .B19WI4C4A
(C37YS3 ) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9Wl4C4AF9L6OF9R6'
MACH
_IP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA L-BFLF R-BFLP




































-. 08 i 
_
-12 -10 - 4 - -
SIDE SLII
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C37Y34 ) M NSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4A
(C37YS3) N MSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AF9L60F9R60
MA CH
2 o 2 4























-12 -10 - 6 - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y34) I MSFC 495 GO/C BI9W14C4A(C37yS3) MSFC 495 GD/C B19Wl4C4AF9L60F996D
MACH
.IP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA L-BFLP R-BFLF
35.OD0 0.000 0.000



































-12 -10 - a - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( c3Y341 ) HSFC 495 GD/C 819WI4C4A
(C37YS3) 2; MSFC 495 GD/C BI9WI4C4AF9L60F9R60
MACH
- 2 O 2 4
_IP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA L-8FLF R-BFLF
























-.06 . I. . .. I 
DATA SET SYMNOL
t C37Y34 ) (C3 ?YSA 
MACH
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 0o 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA L-BFLP R-6FLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A 35.000000 00 0.000 SREF 15 6560 SC.IN.









































NSFC 495 GD/C 619W14C4A
MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4A
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA L-BFLP R-BFLP
35.000 .000 0.000








































































-s2 -o1 -8 -6 -4
SIDE SL
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Sy34} HSFC 495 GC/C 819WI4C4A
{C37rYS3 I MaSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AF9L60F9R60
MACH
- 2 0 2 4













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Y34) 1 MSFC 495 GCC/C B19W14C4A
(C37YS31 SFC 495 GCC/C B19W14C4A
MACH
-4 -S 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA L-BFLP R-BFLP
a 35.0DO 0.000 0.000











































-52e -10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA L-BFLP R-BFLP
{C37Y34) MSFC 495 G/C B19W14C4A 35.000 0.000 0.000




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
-J
:~~::::~~~: B *"~~' ''" """*
-. 20.....
- .25
-12 -10 -8 -6 - 4 -,
S IDE SLI F
 MBOL I I  RIPTION
IE3?Y3Z; Q MSFC 495 GO/C BI9WI4C4AV?
ID3?YR2) MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AV13
(C37Y.R) 0 MSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4AVI3F9L60F9R60
MACH





15 .000 50.000 60,000
2.990
R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.






DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE PLUS BODY FLAPS
-10 - g - 4
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-12 -0O - 6 - 6 - 4 -_
SIDE SLIF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(E57Y32) Q YSFC 495 GD/C B19WI4C4AV7
(C37YR2) MSFC 495 GC/C B19W14C4AVl3
(C37rSR) 0 NSFC 495 GC/C B19W14C4AV13F9L60F9R60
MACH 2.990
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RCRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
15.000 50.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.


































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE PLUS B!DY FLAPS
-10 8 - 6
CONFIGURATION CESCRXFTION
(E37Y3Z) Q SFC 495 GCC/C
(D3TYR2) SFC 495 GC/C
(C3?TSR) O MSFC 495 GD/C
MA CH
- 4 -2 0 2 4




































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE PLUS BODY FLAPS
i -; I _ir ·- i1-- ' ' -i i I ' ' l'
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATIO
(E37Y32) MSFC 495 GD/C
(D37YR2) I MHSFC 495 GCC/C






-4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA RCRFLR L-BFLP
V7 15.000 0.000 0.000
V13 15.000 50.000 0.000















































































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE PLUS BODY FLAPS


















-4 - 2 0 2 4




























- .0 6 ie
-1
DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE PLUS BODY FLAPS







0 MSFC 495 GD/C



























































2 -10 - 8
MACH 2.990
. ' .1 .g . , * . I. *' I ll. .l .l .l .i tI l l , , * .. . .I.l


















-12 -10 - b
CDATA SET SYM60OL CONFIGCURATION
IE37Y32) MQSFC 495 GC/C
-0378R2; MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37YSR) I MSFC 495 GD/C
MACH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DESCRIPTION ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLP
819WI4C4AV? 15.000 O.OD 0.000
B19WI4C4AVI3 15.000 50.000 0.000
BI9W14C4AVI3F9L6OF9R60 15.000 50.000 60.000
4.959
R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.









































DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS OF RUDDER FLARE PLUS BODY FLAPS
-- i i i I I I I · t · I ~ ~ ! ~ ~ v w · · I w · i i ii "








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
CE37Y32) NMSFC 495 GD/C
(03¥TYR) R HSFC 495 GD/C







-4 - 2 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLP
VT 15.000 0.000 0.000
VI3 15 .D000 50.000 0.000














































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E37Y32) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19WS4C4AV7
(C37YR2) MSFC 495 GO/C B19W$4C4AV13
(C37YSR) O MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV13F9L6OF9R60
MACH 4.959
ALPHA RDRFLR L-BFLP R-BFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 D.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
15.000 50.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.



























-I2 -10 - 8 -6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C3?7BO) M NSFC 495 GD/C B19FD
(C37B01) NSFC 495 GD/C B19C4A
NACH
-4 -2 0 2 4














: H ¢ 
BODY BUILD-UP
_ i ~ i 'l -l t i I _ s~ I i r l I ~ ~ W W l r~ t -
[FAXA4=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
WX <1 Xv~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,,
.. ._ . .- , .
-10 - 8 - 6 .- 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37B02) NSFC 495 CD/C 819F0
(C37BDI) HSFC 495 GD/C B19C4A














































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIpTION
(C37802) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19FO
(C37B017) N SFC 495 GO/C 819C4A
-4 -2 0 2 4




































































-. 10 . . L a. . . . .
-12 -10 - 8 - 6
DATA SET SY8BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IC3?702) Q MSFC 495 GD/C B19FO
(C37BD0) SFC 495 GD/C B19C4A
MACH
- 4 - 2 0 2 4


















__. w l ,. tT , ~ . l' t Ja ~ i I W 1 i4-K ~
== -- = ===== =- a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-t0 - S -4 - Z 0 4 6 8 10 I2
DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37Ba) n MSFC 495 GD/C I19FO
(C37801) MSFC 495 GD/C 019C4A
NACH























































-4 -2 0 2 4
































































-12 -10 - -6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION. ESCRIPTION
CC37T07) MNSFC 495 GD/C 819(C37B031 MSFC 495 GD/C 819FO
(C37804) NSFC 495 GD/C 819C4A
(C37B05) NSFC 495 GD/C B19FOW14(C37806) NSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
MACH






























-t1 -50 -8 - 6 -4 - 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA DIHCRL
tC37Bo07 1 NSFC 495 GOCC/C 8l9 30.000
(C37B03) MSFC 495 GO/C B19F0 30.000
(C37804) SFC 495 GO/C B19C4A 30.000
(C3?B05) HSFC 495 GO/C 819F0W14 30.000 3.000
(C37?061) MSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4A 30.0o0 3.000
MACH 1.968
REFERENCE INFORMATION





























-. $o . .
-12 -0 - 8 -6
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(C37?07) Q MSFC 495 GD/C 819
(C37T03) Z MSFC 495 GD/C BISFE
(C37BO04) NSFC 495 GD/C 819C4A
(C37B05) MSFC 495 GD/C BJ9FDW14
(C3T806) HSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4A
MACH


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37B07) Q MSFC 495 GO/C 819
CS37B03) HSFC 495 GD/C B19FO
(C37B04) SFC 495 GD/C 819C4A
{C?3705) MSFC 495 GD/C 819FOW14
(C37806) MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
MACH



















SFC 495 GCC/C B19FO
HSFC 495 GCD/C BI9C4A
O HSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4A
MACH
- 4 - 2 -U Z2 4
















































-12 -Io - a o 6
DATA SET SYN9OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
C3700?61 HSFC 495 GD/C BI9FO
(C37B09 I HNSFC 495 GD/C BI9C4A
(C37910) 0 WSFC 495 GD/C B119W14C4A
A CH


















p 1_ _ _ _. _ ____II
f
I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I ____ _______ __ ________
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(CCS3B0) n MSFC 495 GD/C
(C37B09 ) MSFC 495 GC/C






-4 - 2 2 4








































































-. 08 I I
-12 -10 - 8 - 6
UArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C37BOS) a MSFC 495 GCC/C B19C4A
cC378)101 nSFC 495 GD/C BI9W14C4A
HACH
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-4 - a 0 2 4











































DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
....... 
- - - -I
C_~~ ...... I .. . . ... ' =
____ ____ 
____ ____ 
___ ____ ____ 
_____ . ___ _ ,___
.______ _.... __' '_____





DIHEDRAL ANGLE. DIHDRL. DEGREES
o. ao
o. o00






YMRP 0.00 0O IN.
ZMRP 0.000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035

































MSFC 495 GD/C PAGE 304
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MSFC 495 GD/C PAGE 305B19W14C4AV7
DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
--r -- $-I-y v i -FT' -r-T--,----r- f r-* I . * 1 w l -I . . i --$ , . i r-T t . -rr_'L - -l-- " 'I-IT--r
~ ~LLL~k~ LW &LL~ LLL4 L~L~ ~, . . ,,
............ _ . . .


















































DATA HIST. COCE *E*AI
MSFC 495 GO/C B19W14C4AV7
DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
-, _. ..... a -

















YMRP O.O0 OO IN.
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035




































MSFC 495 GD/C 819W14C4AV7 PAGE 307




0 t 2 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9 10 l! 12
WING DIHEJ-RAL
FARAMETRIC VALUES














































DATA HIST. CODE *E*AI
PAGE 308MSFC 495 GD/C









YMRF 0. 000 IN.
ZMRPF 0.OOO IN.
SCALE 0.0035



































DATA HIST. CCCE £E*AI
MSFC 495 GD/C PAGE 309B19W14C4AV7
DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
s isr-?~r - tr-m s . .- W -- .- * *-*s 
- -I -r- !' 4 - 5!i ! ilb!· -' i j! ' -- -r-r ~ i, --r1 -ri--r-r i ' !iii'TT
., ,,,. ...
_ __ j___ _ _ _ _ _0
..... _ .,..
. 7
O d 2 3 ,4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 lZ
WING
FARAMETRI1 VALUES
. 4 5 7 RDRFLR
0.000 R-BFLF
DIriEDRAL ANGLE. DIHDRL, DEGREES
o.o'
O). 5 L 5
DATA HIST. COCE *E*AI
REFERENCE INFORMATICO;














































MSFC 495 GD/C PAGE 31 0
Il£ 39Vd IL d3S SO CICAL£1)LAVP3PIM6B183/009 6t 3JSW
5CO'OL 31OSi
'NI C00Ll0' dHAZ




NI'OS 09S9' T J385
IOlVWNOANI 3DN383J3Y
ZT
IY*3* 33003 l'SIH Ivo
nOCCG *G d3-Y GOtG*
i U.." I ; M4yow L96- I
9S3Jr¥A :I1 13WYVYd
















































OGL0; di9S DO'- d 1Sj9-1 000'9SI
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A v)IE913WVMVdVH-'
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DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
- .... r . r ,,,,r ,,. - , .-- T
;~~~~~~~ ' ,......
~, , ]' _ . . . . .
D 1 2 3 ,4' 5 6 ? 8 9 10 11 12
WING DIHEDRxAL ANGLE. OIHDRL. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUJEi
4.959 RCRFLR







ZMRF DO. 0)O1 IN.
SCALE 0.0035CATA HIST. CODCE *EAI
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PAGE 313MSFC 495 GD/C
DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
....... _t
2 3 4 5
WING DGIHEDRAL
PARAMETR !C VAUES













SCALE 0.0035CATA HIST. CCOE *E*AI
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I
DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
! i r * ';" __. i.... _ ii .; !. _- _; ___ . .'.. __; - ! I i I . i ii i ! ' i ! 'rir * I r · y * ! ! -
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- F--
o- 1 .... J · ---
L , ,-
C -
... *... .. , i d , . I .L ' ' | ' ' ' * . * * . * .. J .. I . ' ' - . * ' * ! * . , * * * I .'! I 'I













ZMRF IU. OD0 IN.
SCALE O.0035































CATA HIST. CC'DE *E*AI
,gnl
DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
._ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
. I 2 _ _ _ _ _ j ___ I -_1
_______~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ____ __ ___ ___ ___ _ ._____
WING [iHEORAL ANGLE . DIHDRL.
FARAME.IRC VALUES
1.36, RDRFLR 0.!-500
g. 0g5 R-BFLP 0.00g


















































DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVAIrIVES




_ _ _ _ _ __ I _ __L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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4 5 6 7 8




















































DIHEDRAL EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
____ 
____ __  , 
___ 
.____ - _ ________
_________~~~~ 
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J_____ _ _ __   
·f_
"
..... ..... L" '  .... . ... . _ _...-I-- .LF L , " ". '"
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2
~.._ 
p_ .. "1l 
... ... a , ., ,. J . J · ·I iJ i, ... *i i i i . I ... i 1 ... J ... J 1 O 1 2 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ 4 5 6 7 3 9 S0 12 12'
WING DIHEORRAL ANGLE. DIHDRL. DEGREES
PARAMETRICt VA'UES
4.959 RDRFLR t,.? r.
0.000 R-BFLP 5O.05








































PAGE 318B19WI4C4AV7 CT37Y31) 05 SEP 71
RUDDER FLARE EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
_.--.. . . . . . . . . . .- .. -- . . .
. . .
r: --- ,,--t
I~~ ~~~~~~~~ .. .. ."
) ~~~~~~~~., i ...





i tO 25 30 35 40










YMRP O. Do0 iN.
ZMRP 5.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035


























605 t0 15 45 50
MSFC 495 GD/C PAGE 319
RUDDER FLARE EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
. ~ ~~~~ _
. ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, _,
.~~~~~~~~- _; ... 
_____ _ _. , ....-- .... .... .....
I













DATA HIST, CODE *EI
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 15.656' SQ. I-N.
LREF 3.095!; IN.



























MSFC 495 GD/C PAGE 320
RUDDER FLARE EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES




I --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 
_ _- - -9t
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- -
0 5- .0.15 , 0 ,.. 30 35.. .5 , ...
0 ~ t 5 05 2D 25 30 55 40 45 50 55 60


















































RUDDER FLARE EFFECIS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
..------i...--.... I -- ..








I , , I- .
20 25 30 35 40










YMRP . ODD IN.
ZN A, F 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035











































322MSFC 495 GD/C B19W14C4AV7
RUDDER FLARE EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
1-'''1'''' -''''1'' -''''1'''' ''' - -~ *''' r
0 . 0152253 5Al . S _ ,
~~. . ,
. . .. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.-- _ ' 
· · · ! i · · i m ~ m · · i m · z i ) i * i i i ! ( m I i J · , a a j J i ! i i i i m i t I~~~~~~~~~~
0 5 = 0 ,__ _ = 25 3 S d 4 n q~
RUDDER FLARE ANGLE.
SYM8CL ALPHA
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DATA MIST. COCE *EI









(U37Y31) 05 SEP 71 PAGE 324MSFC 495 GD/C BI 9W14C4AV7
RUDDER FLARE EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES







20 25 30 35 40




CATA MIST. COCCE EI
(U37Y31) '05 SEF
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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RUDDER FLARE EFFECTS ONSIDESLIP DERIVATIVES
. ___,.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _  _ _ _ _ _
______________ _______________ _______________ _______________ _______________ ______________
s 10 15 20
RUDDER
f.'i:.:;: VALUES
FL 1 .if.? .IHCARL 3.
3FLF O. U0 ! rc-aFL'; 0.9
3-6
. -Bl
25 30 35 40
FLARE ANGLE, RDRFLR, DEGREES
o00
100









DATA HIST. CODE *EI




























RUDDER FLARE EFFECTS ON SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES- :
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,. , _ .--
r~~~~~~~~ .....
~~~- ---- __. ~__ __
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
't0 !$ 20 25 !0 35 40 45 53 55 60
RUDDER FLARE ANGLE, RDRFLR. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES























I PAG. 3:7MSFC 495 GO/C
